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People Analytics

•

While 71 percent of companies see people analytics as a high priority in their
organisations (31 percent rate it very important), progress has been slow. The percentage of
companies correlating HR data to business outcomes, performing predictive analytics, and
deploying enterprise scorecards barely changed from last year.

•

Analytics is being applied to a wide range of business challenges: Recruiting remains the
No. 1 area of focus, followed by performance measurement, compensation, workforce planning,
and retention. We see an explosive growth in the use of organizational network analysis (ONA)
and the use of “interaction analytics” (studying employee behaviour) to better understand
opportunities for business improvement.

•

Readiness remains a serious issue: After years of discussing this issue, only 8 percent report
they have usable data; only 9 percent believe they have a good understanding of which talent
dimensions drive performance in their organizations; and only 15 percent have broadly deployed
HR and talent scorecards for line managers.
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People Analytics
New rules

Old rules

New rules

People analytics is viewed as an HR team focused on advanced
analytics within HR

People analytics is viewed as a business analytics team that works
across the business to drive business results

Analytics focuses on HR topics such as retention, engagement, learning,
and recruitment metrics

Analytics focuses on business problems such as sales productivity,
workforce effectiveness, high-potential retention, fraud, accident patterns,
and other operational needs

The organization makes a business case for better data integration,
quality, and tools

The organization has already committed to accurate and integrated data,
and has tools and processes to ensure quality and ease of analysis

The people analytics team has a strong understanding of HR data

The people analytics team understands HR data, financial data, and
customer data, and it has relationships with all the other analytics
groups in the company

The people analytics team lives in HR operations and reports to HR
technology, or in functional areas

The people analytics team operates at a senior level, reports to the
CHRO, and serves business leaders across the company

The people analytics team is a small set of technical experts with data
management and statistical skills

The people analytics team is a multidisciplinary team, with a focus on
business consulting, visual communications, and problem solving

People analytics is staffed by PhD statisticians whose primary focus is the
development of models and data warehouses

People analytics is a consulting function that helps business leaders solve
problems

People analytics focuses on employees

People analytics focuses on the entire workforce, including employees
and contingent labor

The people analytics team focuses heavily on engagement survey data
and employee happiness and culture

The people analytics team moves beyond engagement to understand the
detailed drivers of engagement and builds culture models to
understand what drives the workforce
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People Analytics
Start here

Invest at a senior level in people analytics

Establish clear leadership
Prioritize clean and reliable data across HR and the
organization
Understand that analytics is multidisciplinary
Increase analytics fluency throughout the organization
Develop a two-to three-year roadmap for investment
and analytics programs
Focus on actions, not just findings
Integrate HR, organizational, and external data
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People and Workforce Analytics

The analytics maturity curve for HR
Increasing the strategic impact of HR through development of analytical capabilities
Stage 4

Stage 2
Stage 1

Advanced
Reporting

Operational
Reporting

Strategic
impact

Data

Quality and
integration

Business
reporting
Operational
reporting

Am I meeting
my volume
targets each
week and how
have they
changed?

What is my
headcount by
business unit
over the past 3
years?
BI/Reporting

Visualisation

Analytics

Ad-hoc
exploration

“Slice and dice”
functionality

Rise of the Data Scientist

Advanced
Analytics

Real-time decisions

Innovation

Integrated
insight

Next best action
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What is
causing a drop
in staff
productivity?

Managed Analytics

Stage 3

Predictive
Analytics

How to assist
with an increase
in demand?

Crowd Sourcing

Big Data

Analytics skills and
capability

If I was to
introduce
automation into
process A or
develop more
capability in
process B, what
does that do to
my capacity and
sizing levels in
the future?

Machine Learning

Internet of Things

Digital
Enterprise

Trends in HR Analytics

Employee Value: An Overview

Employee Value Index
An Introduction
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Employee Value: An Overview

EVI quantifies the value an employee generates for an organisation

• To do this, we take the factors associated with each employee, their environment,
and the business they work in to establish their own value index.

Benefits
Baseline your current
workforce on the
value they contribute
to your bottom line
Profile talent based on
actual behaviour and
capabilities
Predict future
employee experience

• Takes into account traditional measures, as well as more wider reaching constructs

Add rigor and
objectivity to talent
decisions

• Allows to track the value of individuals and highlight next best actions
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Rewrite the rules
www.deloitte.com/hctrends
@DeloitteTalent
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